ERA: extension yes, recission no—House

WASHINGTON (AP) — The House on Tuesday approved extension of the Equal Rights Amendment, but was unable to strike 10 more votes needed to require a two-thirds majority for the proposed amendment.

Speaker of the House Thomas P. O'Neill said he would bring the ERA to the floor for a vote on Tuesday, but 10 House Republicans opposed the measure.

The ERA amendment, which would ban sex discrimination, had been on the House floor since 1972 and has been the subject of debate in Congress for 20 years.

The Senate has already passed the ERA, but it requires ratification by the states to become part of the Constitution.

O'Neill said he believes the amendment will be ratified by the states, but he did not specify when this would happen.

The ERA amendment has been unsuccessful in the Senate. A previous support for Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., and other northeastern supporters is uncertain whether they have the votes to break a filibuster.

Over half of people oppose new deadline

NEW YORK (AP) — More than half of the American people oppose a new extension deadline for ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution, according to a new poll.

The poll, conducted by the Associated Press and the Gallup Organization, shows that 53 percent of those surveyed oppose a new deadline for the amendment, while 42 percent favor it.

The deadline for ratification of the ERA was set to expire on Tuesday, but the Senate approved a two-year extension.

The poll also found that a majority of those surveyed believe the amendment is necessary to protect women's rights.

A majority of the respondents also said they believe the amendment would help to address issues of sexual harassment and gender equality.

Local woman missing

PEORIA (AP) — A man was reported missing in the area of the corner of Second and Locust streets.

The Peoria Police Department said the man, identified as John Doe, was last seen on Monday.

The search for the missing man will continue, and anyone with information is asked to contact the police.

PAROLE VIOLATIONS PREVENT BILL

Man jailed for felonious assault

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — A man was arrested on a charge of felonious assault after a Sunday afternoon shooting.

The Jackson Police Department said the man, identified as John Doe, was seen in the area of Pearl Street and Main Street.

The man, identified as John Doe, was arrested after a brief chase by police.

The man was taken to the Jackson County Jail on charges of felonious assault.

Trustee hopesful see 'U' funding as issue

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Members of the UC San Diego Board of Trustees said they are hopeful about a potential funding increase for the university.

The board was meeting for the first time in 20 years and discussed the university's financial situation.

The trustees said they are optimistic about the future of the university and are working to ensure its success.

Senate rejects federal tax credit for private lower school tuition

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — The Senate on Tuesday rejected a bill that would have allowed private schools to claim a tax credit for tuition payments made by students.

The bill was introduced by Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas, and was opposed by a majority of senators.

The Senate voted 62-36 against the bill, which would have allowed families to receive a $5,000 tax credit per child for tuition payments.

Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., said the Senate rejected the bill because it would have been a giveaway to private schools.

Kerry said the bill would have been a giveaway to private schools and would have hurt public schools.

The bill was introduced in response to the Trump administration's proposed budget, which would cut funding for public schools.

Ferency, Trustee Bruff possible running mates

BY THE STATES-NEWS AND UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Elaine Ferency, president of Oregon State University, and MSU Trustee John Bruff, D-Fla., were named Tuesday along with 10 others as possible running mates for Governor William Proctor.

Ferency was defeated in her gubernatorial bid during the Democratic primary for governor's running mate.

Ferency could not be reached for comment regarding her being listed as a possible running mate.

Bruff, a former state House and Senate candidate, was not available for comment regarding his being listed as a possible running mate.

The list of potential running mates included 10 women.
Origin of King bullet uncertain

WASHINGTON (AP) — The three commissioners sent to an American city by the Israeli government to investigate the assassination of King Faisal were offered $2,000 by a group of Jewish settlers who dispute the Israeli government's version of the incident.

The three men, who arrived in Washington on Monday, were included on the list of persons who were present at the time of the shooting at the King's Hotel in Jerusalem last week. The group offered the men the money to cover their expenses while they were in the country.

The Israeli government said the men were sent to investigate the incident, but the Jewish settlers said they were sent to prove that the Israelis were not responsible for the killing.

Shots fired at Memphis striker

BREZHER, Czechoslovakia (AP) — Mayor Wenceslas Huber, after being shot in the leg, is in a hospital in Prague, where he is recovering from surgery.

The mayor was shot in the leg on Wednesday while he was leaving his home. The bullet struck him in the leg and caused severe damage, but doctors said he was expected to recover.

Israel cancels new settlements

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Israeli government has decided to cancel plans for new Jewish settlements in the occupied territories.

The decision was announced on Wednesday by Prime Minister Menachem Begin, who said the new settlements would be a violation of international law.

The Israeli government had planned to build new settlements in the West Bank, but the United Nations has condemned the plan as illegal.

The cancellation of the new settlements is a significant blow to the Israeli government, which has been pushing for the creation of new settlements in the occupied territories.

The United States and the European Union have also condemned the plan as illegal.

The Israeli government has been under pressure to cancel the new settlements, but it has been unable to do so.

The cancellation of the new settlements is a significant victory for the Palestinian people, who have been fighting for their independence for many years.

The Palestinian people have been fighting for their independence for many years, and they have been under heavy pressure from the Israeli government to accept a peace settlement.

The cancellation of the new settlements is a significant victory for the Palestinian people, who have been fighting for their independence for many years.
Minor parties await results

Each needs 3,000 votes for chance in November

By ANNE MARIE BONNOM State News Staff Writer

The third political party to appear in Michigan this election is a group of enthusiasts waiting to see if their candidates will qualify for a ballot position in the November elections.

The state election division has not yet received or released official totals from the 83 counties due to the fact that approximately 3 percent of the total primary vote, or about 60,000 votes, is yet to be reported.

On August 21st, the Socialist Labor Party received 17,384 votes and the Communist Labor Party has received 441 votes, according to public records.

"We are official," Peterson said. "Since there are no records of votes cast for the minor parties, we can assume the votes are ours." The Socialist Labor Party will have to total 3,000 votes in order to be considered official and to appear on the ballot.

Peterson said the election division must verify the signatures of those voting for the minor parties. There were four parties which were "killed" in their state, according to Peterson, because 5 percent of the total vote was not counted.

Peterson said the election division expects to have these totals verified by the end of next week.

In that case, it will be determined whether the minor party candidates qualify for ballot positions in November.

Apartments investigated

By JAMES N. O'NEILL State News Staff Writer

The Michigan Attorney General's office has been investigating complaints from consumers regarding the rental of apartments.

The office has been receiving complaints from consumers who have been charged more than the actual cost of rent for utilities, or who have been charged for utilities they did not use.

The Attorney General's office has been investigating the rental of apartments in Michigan for several years, and has found that many landlords are charging more than the actual cost of utilities.

The office has been receiving complaints from consumers who have been charged more than the actual cost of rent for utilities, or who have been charged for utilities they did not use.
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The office has been receiving complaints from consumers who have been charged more than the actual cost of rent for utilities, or who have been charged for utilities they did not use.

The Attorney General's office has been investigating the rental of apartments in Michigan for several years, and has found that many landlords are charging more than the actual cost of utilities.
**VIEWPOINT: RIGHTS**

**Childhood memories gone stale with time**

By BRIECE CURTISHE

I remember being told as a child that kids can’t have their own bicycles and that if we wanted one, we had to earn it. I clearly remember that I had to earn mine by washing the car, shoveling snow or helping with the chores at home.

As I grew older, I began to understand the significance of these privileges and responsibilities. The right to ride a bike is not just a right, but a privilege that comes with a responsibility to respect the safety and rights of others on the road.

While I have always valued my rights as a cyclist, I have also recognized the importance of being responsible and respectful while riding. I have always tried to avoid taking up too much space or riding too fast, and I have always made sure to follow the rules of the road.

As an adult, I have continued to value my right to ride a bike. However, I have also recognized the importance of protecting the rights of others. I have always made sure to give others the right of way and to be considerate of their needs.

In conclusion, I believe that the right to ride a bike is a privilege that comes with responsibility. It is important to respect the rights of others and to be considerate of their needs while riding.

**VIEWPOINT: BIKE RIDERS**

**Cyclists are people too**

By DELINDA SABLE

Riding a bike can be a fun and healthy way to get around, but it can also be dangerous. Cyclists are often treated differently than other road users, which can lead to a sense of marginalization.

When riding a bike, it is important to be aware of the rules of the road and to follow them. This includes giving the right of way to cars and pedestrians, and avoiding dangerous maneuvers. It is also important to be visible to other road users, by wearing bright clothing or using lights.

In conclusion, while cyclists may be treated differently than other road users, it is important to respect their rights and to follow the rules of the road. This will help to ensure a safe and enjoyable ride for everyone.
MD Bed Race ‘all for the kids’

Individuals clad in anything from negligees to flannel pink-flowered nightgowns, rode in or ran next to the contraptions that glided, wobbled or distributed bits and pieces along South Washington Avenue.

"Push for all you're worth," commanded Dick Stewart, store manager at Meridian Mall Knapps, as he coached his band of employees.

"I think everyone had a good time," declared Bill Courtright, director of the Muscular Dystrophy Association for Southern Michigan.

"We did it all for the kids," race contestant rememder Abe Nieto. "It was worth it for them."

Today, the team members will compete in Kalamazoo to try their skill once again.
Elvis Presley lives on and on

The King’s spirit lingers

Elvis Presley, the King of Rock and Roll, is remembered today as a cultural icon whose music and an expansive collection of memorabilia are celebrated. The Graceland mansion, his home in Memphis, Tennessee, is now a museum where visitors can explore the story of his life and career. Elvis Presley Enterprises, which manages the estate, has continued to honor his legacy through various initiatives, including the annual Elvis Week, which takes place in August, featuring music, film screenings, and workshops. The King’s spirit lives on through his music, his fans, and the ongoing efforts of those who preserve his memory and his contributions to the world of entertainment.
European opera is booming but subsidies pay the way

Violent Joe Venuti dies after prolonged illness

Seattle opera has seemed to be anathy for omens of a long life; this view of people, a rapt audience, a three-time conductor and a young soloist in the three-time performance of "The Magic Flute". Venuti, who took the first step in his life in the 1920s, never knew a life of opera, and died of a heart attack in the middle of the season, his last chance to return to the stage of his youth.

Ingmar Bergman resumes rehearsals in Sweden

STOCKHOLM (Reuters) - Swedish director Ingmar Bergman, who has been in a hospital for two weeks, has resumed rehearsals for a new film, "The Magic Flute". Bergman was admitted to hospital last week with a heart attack, his first illness since 1978. He has been in hospital since then, but has continued to work on the film. The film is expected to be released next year.

RETALIO MICALDI
Feeling young at the Fair

Iowa, Michigan, a small town about 10 miles northwest of Davenport, is a month away from its annual Fair. The fair, which lasts a week, is a community event that draws people from all over the state. It's a place where people can meet, have fun, and enjoy the simple pleasures of life.

BASS 200's

A WHOLE NEW LOOK ON FASHION

The perky good looks of the sophisticated, natural good looks of Bass 200's, a whole new line of shoes for Bass, in more different styles than you can imagine.

Professional Hairstyling

STYLE & BLOWDRY ONLY $6.50

Call 332-4314

for appointment or walk-in

ABBOTT ROAD HAIRCUTTERS

Suite 210, East Lansing State Bank Building, on Abbott

Wednesday

Vodka Night 1/2 off

Thursday 'Come see what a Buck'll Buy'

VADSYE INN

GOOD FOOD • PIZZA • WINE

Open M-F 11 a.m. Sat. 12:30 Sun. 2:00

127 E. Grand River 352-4617

AUG

Real value in a GREAT camera

$179 w/ case

with case

NORMAN

CAMERA COMPANY

10 W. Michigan Mall

BATERB, MICH 49014

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

616-746-7265 USA and Master Charge

Developable AUTO RETURN SHUT OFF

AND THE QL-2Q OFFERS EVEN MORE

EASY-TO-USEandan in this price range THE

TOUCH TURNTABLE TECHNOLOGY TAKES YOU BEYOND THE CONVENTIONAL

INTRODUCING THE JVC QL-2Q AUTO-RETURN TURNTABLE

THREE BIG ADVANTAGES OF QL-2Q TURNTABLES

1. AUTOMATIC RETURN TO BASE WITH THE QL-2Q ARE SIMPLIFIED, NARROWER THAN THE QL-1Q, AND ALL DESIGNED FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE.

2. DEPENDABLE AUTO RETURN SHUT OFF

AND THE QL-2Q OFFERS EVEN MORE...

FOR THE WOMEN

255 E. Grand River Dr.

Thur. & Fri. 10-9

NOMU BOOTERY

For the Women

1371 E. GRAND RIVER

7 PM 1-4. SAT.

10-9 SAT.

48188 450-0499

48190 457-495

FREE PARKING LARRY FINANCING

SPECIAL TODAY

TONGUE: HORIZON

SOUP & SALAD

$1.95

11:30-2:00

DOOL EY

MUGGERS NITE

half-price on mug of beer

5:30-7:00

RIGH
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Badgers need more consistency

Wisconsin

The football prospects for each of the Big Ten teams are usually a point of discussion at this time of the season.

The Badgers face their first test next week, when they face the Michigan Wolverines, who are currently ranked second in the conference. Wisconsin has had a mixed season so far, with a 3-2 record, but they have shown promise in recent games.

Bash wins IM crown; seventh-inning rally is Buzco’s downfall, 15-13

In a recent game, Bash scored a crucial run in the seventh inning to help the team overcome a deficit and win the game. The Badgers have been struggling with consistency this season, but Bash’s performance was a welcome sight.

Summer Students - Study This! 50% Off Any Purchase of 2.00 or More.

Get the summer term blues? Cheer up and take a trip to Famous Ripe Chicken. Enjoy our famous chicken, served with all the fixings, for just $6.99. It’s the perfect way to enjoy a meal without breaking the bank.

Midnight Madness STEREO SALE 3 P.M. to MIDNIGHT TONIGHT

Wednesday we’ll be closed til 3 p.m. to mark down stereo products throughout the shoppe. You’ll say we’re "gone mad" when you see the slashed prices on speakers, receivers, amplifiers, tuners, cassette decks, headsets, record care products, blanket tape, turntables and complete stereo systems.

Enjoying savings of up to 40%!
Nyad, Taylor are both forced to
their swimming efforts.

At Saratoga, Ohio, Aug. 1 were
Simpkins, aurora* and Affirmed, and
three others who have already
announced that they will compete.

An editorial in SIMPSONS for
affirming that Affirmed is
the best colt to his knowledge, and
that he is the best colt to his
knowledge, was published in
the New York Times.

The editorial was published in
the New York Times.

The editorial was published in
the New York Times.
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the New York Times.

The editorial was published in
the New York Times.
Mio residents ask air pollution tests

Mid (11:30) — Area residents asked state officials Tuesday to conduct air pollution tests in the vicinity of a chemical plant to determine if the gas being released from the plant is causing health problems.

Local woman missing —

Preliminary police work was continuing early Wednesday in the search for a woman who was last seen at 10:45 p.m. Monday near the area of Rumford Drive in Lansing.

Police said there was no immediate danger to the public, but said they were checking the area and that local residents were asked to be alert to any suspicious activities.

Large Bean Bags For Fun Sitting New 17.95 Assorted Colors Reg. 24.95 Bean Bag Full of Slacks Pillow Talk Furniture East Grand Blvd. For more details...

Kelsey sues for refund

(continued from page 4)

Kelsey's parents, also named in the suit, were not available for comment.

Our reputation has been damaged. We want the state to make refunds available.

Lafayette's Back-to-School Bonanza

We pay 14.84 per hour. You've got the best deal. We can't afford to lose you. The only way to keep you is to offer a higher pay. We'll pay you more to stay with us.

Sony/BSR 18-Watt AM/FM Stereo System...

Prices subject to change. We reserve the right to make substitutions of equal value.

Clip These Coupon Specials!

1688

Calculators

Between both forests.

They're used at the local universities and in research projects. The kind we use are for testing purposes. The kind we use at the local universities are for research projects. The kind we use at the local universities are for research projects.

Man jailed for assault

(continued from page 1)

DNR Agent Lloyd Schmidt said the area where the woman was reported missing was near the county jail and that the sheriff's department had been notified.

We are looking into this matter. We are fortunate to have had the support of the community in bringing this case to a successful conclusion.

We are looking into this matter. We are fortunate to have had the support of the community in bringing this case to a successful conclusion. We will continue to investigate this matter.

We are looking into this matter. We are fortunate to have had the support of the community in bringing this case to a successful conclusion. We will continue to investigate this matter.
Automotive


Home

MIDNIGHT MIND, 1 flr., 3rd bdr. apt., $35. Call 794-1064.

Waters Edge

Rivers Edge

LEASING!

Thank you for coming to REEDWOOD

Rental

FLOORMEN, 12 yrs. exp. Professional, honest, and hard working.

SALESMEN WANTED, 1 yr. exp., $1800-2200 per month.

Join our team of professionals.

SECRETARY CHALLENGE, 10 yrs. exp., $600-750 per month.

PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATE, 1 yr. exp., $350.

Big opportunity for the right person.

Unmarried, 30-35, high school diploma.

NURSES (LPN's), needed $210/month.

WHO IS IT: Potato Flats,

U-PICK BLACKBERRIES,

NOW OPEN.

$1.00 LB.

RECENT INCOMES

Call 231-2785.

Springfield Farms

Mound, Michigan

WILLOW HILL

An apartment for today's world.

1 yr. exp.

2 BR, 1 BA, $280 to $325.

Kitchen, refrigerator, stove.

Washing machine, dryer.

Sleeping area.

2 brs., 1 bath.

Meadowland

Homes
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Statewide measles epidemic predicted

Fitzgerald considers Ferency, Bruff

Michigan state health officials are also preparing for the anticipated increase in 15- to 24-year-olds who will be immunized in the coming months. They are concerned that this increase could lead to an outbreak of the disease, which has been largely contained in other states.

The outbreak began in Michigan in late December and has since spread to 16 other states. The cases have been mostly in children under the age of 15, and the majority of the cases have been in children who have not been vaccinated.

Michigan State Health Department Director Chris Ferency said that the outbreak is likely to continue for several more weeks, and that it is important for people to get vaccinated to prevent further spread.

Ferency also announced that the state will be providing free vaccines to anyone who needs them. The vaccines will be available at health departments across the state.

The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services has also launched a public awareness campaign to encourage people to get vaccinated. The campaign includes television and radio ads, as well as social media posts.

In a related development, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has announced that it will be providing additional funding to states to help them respond to the outbreak.

The CDC has also issued new guidelines for health care providers to help prevent the spread of measles.

The guidelines include:

1. Screening all patients for measles
2. Requiring all patients to wear masks when they have measles
3. Isolating patients with measles
4. Contact tracing

The guidelines are based on the latest evidence and are intended to help prevent the spread of measles.
U.S. cardinals in Rome

ROME - American cardinals on their way to the 14-day synod met between Pope Paul's return and the start of the cardinal's council in Rome, and met with the United States bishops, the United States congress and the United States president.

"It's a relationship that we have not yet developed," and Cardinal "LINDA D'OLIVERA, "Exchange students meet at 'U'" "It's a relationship that we have not yet developed," and Cardinal "LINDA D'OLIVERA, "Exchange students meet at 'U'"
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